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1 Introduction

Video game programming is rather unique from other kinds of programming. This is especially
true when considering the needs of game engine development, which has a rather singular focus on
ruthless efficiency. This is not true in all cases, but game programming historically has been a wild
chase for the most efficient and performant code. Marginal improvements in efficiency can allow
programmers and designers to enrich a game environment considerably. Even though this is not of
as much overwhelming importance today, it is still a constant concern for any game developer that
is interested in applying novel or performance-hungry techniques to their game. To a large extent,
this is from which the popularity of programming languages with manual memory management
stems in the industry.

Programming languages can in most cases be partitioned neatly by their memory management
strategy. The most common strategies are manual memory management and the various forms of
Garbage Collection (GC). Manual memory management requires the programmer to be responsible
for the allocation, deallocation and use of memory. There are many GC strategies from simple ref-
erence counting schemas to complex lifetime analyzers and memory layout optimizers that attempt
to make intelligent decisions about the memory management needs of your program.

There are trade-offs to both approaches: Manual memory management is error-prone and more
complex for the programmer, but offers performance advantages and complete flexibility in your
memory model. GC eliminates an entire class of memory usage errors as well as the need to
manually manage memory, while generally introducing a lower bound on how performant your
application can be. The needs of game programming in general, however, intersect the domains of
useful applications for both kinds of memory management.

This is where the relatively recent programming language Rust enters the picture, with the
promise of having performance of the order of the more popular manually-managed languages and
just as much low-level control, while also providing the benefits you may gain from more high-level
languages.

1.1 Project Background

The title Deeper refers to a pet game project that we started tinkering with in 2016. Originally the
game was being developed in Go, but we found the lack of generics (among other weaknesses) at
that time overly restrictive. When taking a Game Engine Architecture course together, we decided
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Figure 1: A screenshot from Deeper at the beginning of this project.

that we would switch to developing the project in Rust. Rust has a myriad of features that we
preferred over C++, which we had also considered as a possibility, and although it is not as mature
it is already 10 years old and has a substantial following 1. The resulting work was presented our
final project in the course and we decided that it was a great proof-of-concept that Rust could be a
very strong language for writing Game Engines as well as game logic. This project is a continuation
of that, seeking to further explore Rust’s potential for game and game engine development.

The game itself is heavily inspired by classic rogue-likes, the gameplay of which we want to
re-contextualize in a novel way that is outside the scope of this document. Suffice it to say that it
is really cool. A central feature of the genre is the procedural generation of levels, both to create
a unique experience for each play-through and often for the purpose to create an infinite supply of
levels (how deep can you go?). It should be of no big surprise that it is a major goal of the project
to include procedural generation, particularly when it comes to the generation of dungeons. This
will have an important role in this project where we explore the implementation of a procedural
generation algorithm in our engine using Rust.

1.2 Problem Statement

Many very interesting and highly useful technologies written in Rust for users of the language are
in use today, but it is not entirely clear what an effective game engine technology stack might look
like in Rust. As the website Are We Game Yet?2 remarks: ”We have the blocks, bring your own
glue”, our contribution is an exploration and analysis of what an example of this glue could look
like in practice.

The goal of this project is two-fold: Evaluate Rust and select components of the current technolo-
gies available to be leveraged for game engine development, and implement procedural generation
using the procedural generation algorithm Wave Function Collapse for our game in our engine. The
first part of the goal will be facilitated by the second.

1https://engineering.fb.com/2021/04/29/developer-tools/rust/
2https://arewegameyet.rs/
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2 Background

2.1 The Rust Programming Language

Terminology

• Cargo3 – Rust’s package manager. It is the primary utility to manage your project and its
dependencies.

• Crate – A binary or library. One or more crates that provide some functionality form a
Package, which can be depended on using Cargo.

• Trait – Collection of methods for an unknown type. Comparable to an Interface in Java/C#.

• Safe/Unsafe – Safe code in Rust enjoys the various memory guarantees provided by the
Borrow Checker, a static analyzer that enforces Rust’s ownership model. Unsafe code is code
that explicitly forgoes these guarantees via the unsafe keyword.

2.1.1 Why Rust?

Manual memory management requires often impractical vigilance to prevent errors that can have
massive security implications. These same errors also tend to cause memory corruption that can
affect unrelated parts of the program making them very hard to correct. Rust avoids these problems
with a powerful type system and static analyzer usually referred to as the Borrow Checker. The
Borrow Checker requires code to be written in such a way that it can guarantee that no memory is
leaked and aliasing of mutable state cannot occur. This is achieved with affine typing4, a system
that enforces a single owner for each object. The promised benefit of this approach emphasizing
safety is that we should be free from data races, undefined behavior, use-after-free, and so on, while
enjoying performance comparable to (and in certain cases5 in excess of) that of C++.

In addition to this, the syntax and features of Rust are considerably more modern than many of
its competitors (notably C and C++), resulting in a generally more ergonomic language. Many of
today’s accepted best-practices, such as const-by-default are built into the language and therefore
do not introduce the sort of keyword-soup that applying these best-practices can result in C++, for
example. Rust also incorporates many useful features from the functional programming language
design space, such as pattern-matching and sum types (via enums). These language features being
central to the design of the language from the start allows for writing code in a more declarative
style, which is commonly espoused as being highly readable and maintainable.

Rust has now maintained its position as the most loved language in Stack Overflow’s yearly
developer survey for five years6 and is poised to maintain this position for at least the sixth year in
a row. There definitely appears to be something to Rust that speaks to programmers and provides
them with benefits exceeding that of the more commonly used languages. The question remains
whether these benefits translate well to the context of game-dev.

3https://doc.rust-lang.org/cargo/
4https://www.wikipedia.com/en/Substructural_type_system
5https://software.intel.com/content/www/us/en/develop/articles/pointer-aliasing-and-vectorization.

html
6https://insights.stackoverflow.com/survey/2020
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2.1.2 Rust for Game Development

Rust has the potential to be a very powerful replacement for the low-level and in many instances
even the high-level programming needs of game development. This is due in no small part to
the flexibility offered by its design that emphasises safety-first while allowing the programmer to
override the borrow checker and assume absolute control through the use of the unsafe keyword
when needed. In theory this should allow the programmer to enjoy the general high performance
offered by languages with manual memory management while minimizing or entirely eliminating
the danger of common memory management errors.

This promising potential has not been entirely tested and there remain a number of concerns.
The Rust GameDev Working Group7 conducted a survey in 2019 of the Rust gamedev ecosystem.8

This survey found that the most common negatives considered by respondents in regards to Rust
for them as game developers were (In order of descending frequency):

• Ecosystem Maturity – Though Rust’s package manager Cargo makes the ecosystem very
accessible, it is tough to compare to the vast resources that a C++ developer for example
may expect to be able to draw upon.

• Iteration Times – In an inherently interactive medium, iteration velocity can be a very
substantial advantage and Rust’s known problem with having long compile times may pose a
significant hurdle.

• Documentation – Many crates available in the Rust ecosystem are made as hobby projects
and thus have inconsistent quality of documentation. This is however generally improving,
especially since Rust’s facilities for documentation are exceptional.9

• Lack of Full-Featured Engines – While impressive progress is being made in this direc-
tion, there is currently no engine made with Rust or with Rust primarily in mind that can
reasonably compete with Unity/Unreal.

General optimism remains however, especially on the ecosystem maturity front, as in the very
same survey this point also appears as one of the most common positives. The outlook is that as
the ecosystem matures, it will be highly accessible and of high quality.

Technologies In the comparatively short time since Rust entered version 1.0 and has been of-
fering a stable release channel, the flora of technologies useful for game development has become
rather healthy and impressive. Are We Game Yet (AWGY) features a section10 that organizes the
technologies available by category. It is not an exhaustive list, but it gives a very good introduction
to the tools currently available.

What appears to be a peculiarity of Rust is the focus on the Entity Component System (ECS)11

pattern, especially in the game-development space. AWGY lists no less than 10 different competing
libraries that offer this solution. With a solid understanding of Rust’s ownership model, this
becomes less of a mystery. All mutable state in Rust has to be managed very carefully and has
to have a single owner. The ECS pattern manages to relax the restrictions of Rust’s type system

7https://gamedev.rs/
8https://gamedev.rs/blog/survey-01/
9https://doc.rust-lang.org/nightly/rustdoc/index.html

10https://arewegameyet.rs/#ecosystem
11https://www.wikipedia.com/en/Entity_component_system
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and ownership mechanics by introducing an alternate model that can supply a safe interface. This
is a great advantage of the approach in Rust, since it gives a very straightforward answer to the
question of how game state should be handled. If game state is associated with some entity, then
it is a component. If some game state has to be available to many systems, you can model it as
a resource. There are many advantages to the data-driven approach offered by the ECS pattern
such as improved cache-locality and advanced runtime polymorphism, but in Rust it provides the
unique advantage of giving a consistent answer to the question of ownership. Catherine West gives
an compelling illustration of the problem that ECS solves in this12 closing keynote of the 2018
RustConf.

If you are seeking to work with a game engine instead of building your own, there are a number
of options available to Rust users. The most popular option is Piston13.

Two of the more promising game engines in the Rust ecosystem, Amethyst14 and Bevy15 are
based on the ECS pattern. They are highly modular as a result of the modular nature of the
pattern, but this is also in fact a pattern among game engines in Rust.

2.2 Wave Function Collapse

Wave Function Collapse (WFC) is an example-driven procedural generation algorithm invented by
Maxim Gumin that is inspired by quantum mechanics[3]. The algorithm has enjoyed considerable
popularity since being made public in 2016 and currently has recently updated ports implemented
in C++16, Rust[6], Go17, Python18, Java19, JavaScript20, and other programming languages. See
the ”Notable ports, forks and spinoffs” section in [3] for a larger collection of ports and interesting
projects extending or applying the algorithm.

WFC was first employed as a level generation algorithm in the game Proc Skater 2016 21 devel-
oped by indie developers Joseph Parker and Ryan Jones [4], but the first commercial use was in
the game Caves of Qud [2].

A detailed documentation of the early adoption of Wave Function Collapse can be found in [5].

2.2.1 Algorithm

Note: The algorithm can be easily extended to higher or lower dimensions, but it is generally
used and implemented in two-dimensions so we will give a description of how the algorithm works
focusing on the 2D case for the sake of simplicity and intuition, but it should be easy to see how it
could be extended to other dimensions.

For some choice of positive integer N and input bitmap B, the algorithm takes a bitmap B as
input and outputs another bitmap B′ of some desired size that is locally similar to the input image.
This local similarity constraint is defined by Maxim Gumin as the following conditions that the
output will fulfil:

12https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aKLntZcp27M
13https://www.piston.rs/
14https://amethyst.rs/
15https://bevyengine.org/
16https://github.com/math-fehr/fast-wfc
17https://github.com/shawnridgeway/wfc
18https://github.com/FoxNerdSaysMoo/PyWFC
19https://github.com/allison-casey/wavefunctioncollapse
20https://github.com/kchapelier/wavefunctioncollapse
21https://twitter.com/ExUtumno/status/812703329834962944
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• (C1) Each N ×N pattern of pixels in the output should occur at least once in the input.

• (Weak C2) Distribution of N ×N patterns in the input should be similar to the distribution
of N ×N patterns over a sufficiently large number of outputs.

Gumin manages to fulfil these constraints by modeling partial solutions of a WFC generation
as an image where the pixels are in a ”superposition” of the colors of the input image. Such
superpositions are represented by boolean coefficients of each color present in the original input,
where intuitively false represents the ineligibility of that color being present in that pixel and
true otherwise. The algorithm works by ”collapsing” these superpositions and propagating the
constraints that the neighborhood of every pixel must match one of the N × N patterns in the
input. A more exact description of one version of the algorithm follows:

1. Generate all possible N ×N patterns from input (optionally include rotations/symmetries.)

2. Process the patterns into an index that helps in constraint propagation.

3. Initalize an array of ”superpositions” with dimensions equal to the desired output

4. Repeat the following steps until each superposition has been collapsed to a single possibility
or contradiction has been reached.

(a) Find a wave element with lowest nonzero Shannon Entropy H = −
∑

i pi logb pi and
collapse its wave-function

(b) Propagate the constraints exerted by the information gained in the previous step

5. If no contradictions are found, output the image. Otherwise, output nothing.

2.2.2 Advantages

Simplicity may be the greatest advantage of this approach to procedural generation. The algorithm
itself is not necessarily simple and neither is its implementation (artists that work with WFC tend
to regard the algorithm as a black box [5]). However, the fact that it can be regarded as a function
that simply takes a bitmap and outputs a another bitmap following some constraints, it can be
easily incorporated into a staggering number of different contexts and as a sub-process in more
complicated procedural generation algorithms.

Figure 2: Example illustrating how the output of WFC is constructed from ”tiles” present in the
input. Retrieved from the README of Maxim Gumin’s Github repository for the algorithm [3]
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Taking the view that the algorithm consumes some input and gives us ”more” of the same, we
can see a distinct advantage in the guarantees the algorithm provides: You can maintain a number
of archetype inputs that represent some aesthetic and/or gameplay function that you want to be
extended and the algorithm will provide a reliably ”similar” output. This applies to anything that
can be represented as a bitmap that WFC will understand and thus extends to a large number of
applications such as textures, level-generation, and even text22.

An interesting feature of WFC is that since elements in the output match the elements in the
input exactly (which is usually not a strict requirement in texture synthesis algorithms), gameplay
semantics are preserved and thus gameplay-relevant features of a level can be included as a part
of the level generation via WFC. This has the neat consequence of not requiring a post-processing
step to introduce gameplay-specific elements if they are not adversely affected by the idiosyncratic
downsides of WFC.

2.2.3 Disadvantages

The most apparent weakness of WFC is that without modifications the algorithm has no mechanism
to reason about features of a solution that occur at a scale greater than the tile size. This has
obvious disadvantages for a number of applications. For example, if you wanted to generate a
maze, there is no guarantee that it has a solution or that it is even fully connected. This also
results in rather homogeneous output at scale, since for some given input the algorithm tries to
rather indiscriminately tile the plane using only the local detail present.

2.2.4 Why WFC?

We, as many others, are not immune to the siren’s call of this algorithm. Though it has its
limitations, it also has some unique strengths that promise an astonishing amount of versatility
if you find ways to overcome the algorithm’s idiosyncrasies or embrace them outright. We are
excited by the prospect of applying the algorithm recursively, such that it may generate increasingly
minute detail with each pass, where some region of the previous pass’s output is intended to be
in an unobserved state when entering the next (alternatively we can formulate this as all but the
region under consideration being constrained as part of the next pass’s input). An example of this
is that we can produce the high-level dungeon layout using WFC, then run another WFC pass on
each ”room” to generate further detail in the floor-plan (such as interior walls), and then finally
run a WFC pass on each of these rooms to introduce the furniture and other decoration. The
advantage of this is that we can consider each step as being highly modular and we can switch
one step out for a completely different algorithm, or simply utilize the fact that each step is highly
separate to split up some generation into multiple otherwise incompatible tilesets distributed across
a dungeon. In other words, we anticipate that the algorithm will offer many exciting opportunities
for experimentation and delivering quick results.

22https://github.com/mewo2/oisin
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Figure 3: Module dependency graph at the beginning of this project. As can be seen, multiple pairs
of nodes are mutually dependent.

3 Approach and Implementation

3.1 State of the Engine at Beginning of Project

The technology stack that we had decided on prior to starting this project consisted of the ECS
library Legion23, which we had decided to switch to from Specs, and wgpu-rs as our graphics back-
end. These were the technologies that we had committed to as we believed in their potential and had
devoted considerable amount of time already to making them work in the context of the previous
iteration of this project. However, the state of the project at the beginning of development was such
that we needed to make some changes to critical engine systems to facilitate the implementation of
a WFC system using the engine.

3.2 Physics

Previously we had a simple physics and collision resolution system that was implemented to facilitate
our final project in the Game Engine course. We decided that we did not want to maintain it as
it was as it had some bugs and was clearly not the focus of the project. We decided to pick a
physics engine and use it to replace the previous functionality. Luckily, there is no lack for quality
physics simulation and collision detection, due in large part to the efforts of the DimForge24 team.
They are responsible for a number of high quality open source numerical simulation crates that
are very popular within the Rust community. We decided to use nphysics since at the time it was
more featureful and had better documentation than its successor Rapier, but it is now only being
passively maintained.

3.3 Refactoring

As occurs frequently with demos and other small-scoped projects, the architecture and quality
of the software as we had left it (see Figure 3) was not one that scaled particularly well. Since

23https://github.com/amethyst/legion
24https://www.dimforge.com/
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Figure 4: Module dependency graph before refactor. We think this image speaks for itself.

many critical design decisions were deferred to a later date, technical debt accumulated in the form
of some rather nasty inter-dependencies between areas of the engine and game code that needed
straightening (see Figure 4). The importance of this was magnified in the sense that the system that
would utilize our eventual WFC implementation would have to be able to leverage functionality
from multiple engine systems while having no tight coupling as it would be considered to fall under
the domain of game code. The motivations for how we tackled this problem and the difficulties we
encountered were in some respects unique to Rust development.

3.3.1 Compile Times

A massive motivation for a considerable refactor and a deciding factor in how that would be facili-
tated was the single most directly impactful feature of Rust development we encountered: Compile
times. We were facing compile times of at minimum 30s for even the most minor change to the
code and could easily incur compilation times exceeding many minutes if dependencies had to be
recompiled as well (A clean compile is still over 9 minutes on one of our machines). It25 is26 no27

secret28 that the Rust compiler can be very slow, particularly during the linking phase. Fortunately,
all is not lost and though there is no panacea as of yet, there are straight-forward improvements
that one can make to a project that speeds up compilation considerably and thus iteration velocity
(as well as preserves the fragile programmer morale).

When looking into this problem and asking members of the community, we were quickly directed
to look into the compilation time improvements made by the Bevy project, as they were considered
to have been most effective in reducing compile times. In fact, a major feature touted by the project

25https://prev.rust-lang.org/en-US/faq.html#why-is-rustc-slow
26https://vfoley.xyz/rust-compile-speed-tips/
27https://nnethercote.github.io/perf-book/compile-times.html
28https://www.reddit.com/r/rust/comments/4vbmv4/can_we_talk_about_build_times/
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Figure 5: Dependencies between crates as they appear now.

is compilation times in the range of 0.8-3s as compared to the claimed 30s typical compile times
of other Rust game engines. This is achieved by a number of different factors29, the most radical
(and impactful) of which is that they distribute the engine as a dynamically linked library which
can optionally be linked to instead. This is rather involved to set up for our project, but thankfully
this does not complete the list of improvements we can make.

The other recommendations made by the maintainers of the Bevy project are to use the nightly
version of the Rust compiler for the latest optimizations as well as to use LLD30, the LLVM linker,
instead of the default one. LLD is not supported on all platforms and has logistical problems with
being used as the default linker in general due to requiring access to C libraries that the GCC
compiler is normally responsible for managing.

Further improvements could be made, but now we turn our attention to how the project is
structured. Rust projects are organized into crates which represent the predominant compilation
unit considered by the Rust compiler. Our project belonged to one such crate. This was a large
part of the problem in that the entire project is then considered as one compilation unit and for
any little change made anywhere in the project, the entire crate had to be recompiled. This is
obviously undesirable. Thus, the first essential step to take was to split our project into multiple
sub-crates. This would reduce our compile times to a much more manageable 7 seconds on average.
This process was involved enough to merit its own section.

3.3.2 The Great Crate-ification

It was then decided that we would achieve our refactoring through the process of splitting the
project into sub-crates that would act as both the units of logical structure and compilation in
our project. This particular point is a strong suit of Rust, where the built-in project management
is very useful and allows for very convenient yet powerful management of intra- and inter-project
dependencies through Cargo. This build tool and package manager encourages projects that are
structured as relatively self-sufficient libraries (or crates) that come together to construct the final

29https://bevyengine.org/learn/book/getting-started/setup/
30https://lld.llvm.org/
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application. Besides the reusability and compilation benefits, the sub-crate structure that Cargo
encourages naturally produces a directed-acyclic dependency graph that is very easy to reason
about.

Rust does not make every part of refactoring easy, however. The pattern we employed to
facilitate the refactor, especially with regards to decoupling tightly coupled systems, was to piece-
meal convert the existing code towards the desired organization. This ends up being more painful
in Rust than it would have been in C++, which is much more forgiving when it comes to solutions
that are not provably correct. Many times the case would come where we knew that mutable
aliasing or incorrect borrowing would not cause a problem and would in fact be very convenient
in the interim while checking to make sure that we still have expected behavior, Rust would still
fail to compile. At times it seemed that the entire refactor had to be done in one fell swoop if the
Borrow Checker was to be appeased. It is arguable that many of our difficulties were due to relative
inexperience in dealing with these situations in Rust, but this is definitely an example of one of
the cases where the steep learning curve of Rust presents itself. In general, we have experienced
what we term ”Prototyping Resistance”, where quick ad-hoc solutions that we know will not violate
memory safety, but are not provably correct, are difficult to construct in safe rust.

3.4 Assets and Rendering

A major concern that we had was that our previous asset pipeline and rendering was focused on
Physically-Based Rendering (PBR). This was going to be a problem as it was not feature-complete
and making assets for a PBR pipeline is a lot of work that we were not prepared to do. It is
possible to adapt PBR assets from other sources, but this was not guaranteed to be a successful
way to generate usable assets for use in generating dungeons with WFC. We intended to convert
the output of WFC to a grid of 3D models, each having unit width and length. These 3D models
would be authored in such a way that they connected seamlessly with each other.

It was then decided that we should switch to low-poly rendering. The question was how to do
this. We were very inspired by the way that the Hyperbolica project approached the problem31.
Each asset shares a single texture that consists of multiple colored gradients. We can then color
models by modifying the UV coordinates of vertices. The limited color pallette that is forced by
this approach and the simple way that models can be created or converted to this style allow for
the easy creation of assets.

3.5 Implementing WFC

We started by implementing a grid type. Implementing types in Rust is an enjoyable experience and
the language guides you towards writing them to be generic and reusable. Behaviors like for loop
iteration, printing a textual representation and indexing can be added to any type by implementing
a corresponding trait. This entails specifying a trait to implement, the relevant types, e.g. the grid
type and a 2D vector type to index the grid with, and implementing the method required by the
trait.

The algorithm needs to know which point has the lowest entropy through the entire run. This
can be achieved naively by checking the entropy of each point in the grid every time it is needed.
That operation has a complexity of O(B′

wB
′
h), proportional to the size of the input image times

the output image. We figured this would be slow and made a tree structure that is only Θ(1)

31https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=spDA3hPJf6E&t=225s
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and O(BwBh). This can be improved further by reducing the number of tiles considered down to
unique tiles only. Reducing the tiles considered improves the performance of multiple aspects of
the algorithm. The downside is that it increases the complexity of this already complex algorithm.
Some aspects operate in terms of the input image while others operate in terms of the unique tile
mapping.

Rust was very helpful in managing this complexity. There are multiple arrays that are either
shaped like the input or the tile mapping. Indexing one with an index intended for the other could
happen in many places and was likely to produce subtle incorrect behavior that would be hard to
find and fix. We used rust’s types to constrain the program such that the indices could only index
an array with the correct shape, otherwise, the program would fail to compile. This revealed a
critical bug where the final translation from the tiles to the actual colors used a wrong index type
which lead to the output image looking wrong. Fixing it was trivial upon discovery.

This is a great example of the fail fast ideology that stands to find as many programming
mistakes right away so that they can be fixed and the software improved. Python, Javascript and
other more dynamic languages take the opposite approach. It is easy to write a program that
executes in dynamic languages since they usually only check programs for syntactic errors. This
means that it can be very easy to get a program to run, but it might contain many errors that can
only be found during execution when the program crashes or exhibits some undesirable behavior.
Rust helps the programmer to avoid these problems and this is why it is considered a safe language.

This feature can be found in some other statically typed languages. C++ and Haskell can do
this while C and Go can not because they do not allow the programmer to overload the indexing
operation.

The WFC algorithm needs various collections to operate efficiently. There is still some opti-
mization to be done but our implementation is fast enough for now. During our first attempts
at initializing these collections we used a typical imperative approach. We start by initializing an
empty collection and in some cases some variables for assistance. Then we use loop iteration to add
to the collection being generated and update the variables. We do this using data from previously
initialized collections and/or from the input image. This has a tendency to become a bit messy,
verbose and hard to understand. To alleviate this we tried writing some of the collections in a
declarative style.

An imperative program is simply a sequence of instructions, like a cooking recipe. A declarative
program is made of one or few longer statements that describe the ultimate result result of the
computation. Rust has iterators that enable this declarative style. We used the Iterator trait, that
is implemented by most containers, to create a sequence of small relatively simple transformations.
Transformations like removing duplicates, enumerating the elements, applying a function to each
element and more. Each transformation results in another Iterator which is fed to the next
transformation, creating the sequence. The sequence is just a chain of these transformations and
we find them much easier to reason about. As a testament to that: we made each collection correctly
in the first attempt using the declarative style.

3.6 A Reference WFC Implementation

We decided to integrate an external implementation of WFC as a fallback in case we were unable
finish ours. It was not hard to set up. We experimented with dungeon layouts and our image to
dungeon schema. The library was well designed but it didn’t expose enough internals to suit our
needs.
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First we tried using wfc image which is a crate that provides an easy to use interface to the wfc

crate. We were able to use it to enforce boundary conditions (see Figure 8a) such that the dungeon
is closed on all sides. There was however no way to control the desired frequency of input tiles in
the output. This meant that we had to pack designs in the input to avoid large empty spaces in
the output. This could easily be fixed by exposing certain parameters. The underlying wfc crate
allows for this and most things we are likely to need. Utilizing the wfc crate seemed like it would be
a significant time investment. We decided it would not be worth the risk of encountering another
limitation.

We want our implementation to be able to give output that has no isolated rooms and where
every room is reachable from every other room. We are unsure if wfc can do this but will be able to
do it using our implementation. Our implementation is also unique in the way that tiles can have
any shape to them. Most implementations only allow square N ×N patterns. Ours are just defined
as a sequence of offsets so they can be made to have various shapes. We can also have differently
shaped patterns working together. We were unfortunately unable to explore these capabilities.

4 Results

The application produced is a simple dungeon-explorer where you can navigate a dungeon that
is generated by WFC. The inputs (see Figure 7) we use to generate the algorithm were created
by hand and follow a simple schema that allows us to easily decode them into tiles. Each color
represents the type of tile and model (see Figure 9) that we want placed at that location. The color
encodes rotation for models where that matters as well, which is why the inputs bear a resemblance
to normal maps.

We used Figure 7b as the input to generate both images in Figure 8. Figure 8a is the result
of wfc image. Note that all corridors and rooms stop at the edge of the image. There are some
interesting architectural elements but unfortunately there are two large disconnected dungeons.
Our implementation generated 8b in 13 seconds. It selects from the unique input tiles uniformly,
this is why there is less black space and more tight corridors. The output of the algorithm (see
Figure 8) uses features from these structures that are apparent in the inputs, but the layout is
overall rather different and less ”intentional”, as can easily be expected. In this unmodified output
we can also see clearly some of the weaknesses of this approach, as there are many small islands and
other greater unconnected regions. However, we think that this also demonstrates how powerful
the algorithm is as we can see some clearly very interesting

A character, represented by the Arissa model from Adobe Mixamo32 that has been modified
to use our particular shading style, can traverse the dungeon using simple point-and-click controls
(see Figure 10).

4.1 Further Work

The next steps in the project are to make our WFC implementation feature complete. Optimiza-
tions are necessary as well as implementing boundary conditions, global image constraints, per tile
neighbourhoods and more. This is in preparation of exploratory work where we try different input
designs, recursive application of WFC, varied tilesets and more. We know from other[2] work[1]33

32https://www.mixamo.com/
33https://www.boristhebrave.com/2020/02/08/wave-function-collapse-tips-and-tricks/
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that very interesting results can be found in adding additional constraints to WFC or incorporating
the algorithm in more complex procedural generation schemas. We feel that our experience is an
indicator of the strength of Rust for this kind of application and we would be interested in seeing
what kind of implementations one can come up with.

As for the game-dev side, we have found that we are very interested in exploring more how a
game engine in Rust would be designed outside of the ECS paradigm. There are weaknesses to the
ECS approach that present it as a double-edged blade in Rust. What you gain in flexibility, you
also lose in that you have introduced a sort of weak typing system on top of Rust which reintroduces
some errors that were previously impossible with the default strict typing of Rust. In addition to
this, we may have managed to reintroduce some possible runtime memory management issues that
you would avoid otherwise since we can conceptualize Entities as being ”pointers” that we have
made invisible to Rust’s ownership model through obfusctation.

5 Conclusions

Rust has presented itself as having some clear advantages as well as disadvantages. We mostly
have a positive outlook to the language, but are not blind to the downsides that it has in this
domain. The main advantages that we find are the discoverability of the ecosystem, modern and
powerful language features, readable syntax, great facilities for documentation, and the way that
the strict compiler guides you toward a correct solution. The main disadvantages being compile
times, ”Prototyping Resistance”, and ecosystem immaturity.

The concerns with the immaturity of the ecosystem appear to be dwindling rapidly as Rust
gets more and more attention from domain experts seeking to create quality libraries. There is also
an aspect to this that we should mention, but it is an advanced topic in Rust development so we
strayed away from commenting on it. It is possible to use the Foreign Function Interface (FFI)34

features of Rust to call directly into C (and possibly in the future, C++) libraries. This alleviates
some concern, as if there is some library that exists for C that does not have a sufficient equivalent
in Rust, you have some options. This solution does however introduce considerable complexity
since Rust’s Borrow Checker can make no guarantees about foreign functions and thus restricts
their usage to unsafe blocks.

The problems we encountered with ”Prototyping Resistance”, as we mentioned, may be due
in part to relative inexperience and a lack of consensus about how to approach certain problems
in Rust. The problem still remains that Rust does have a rather steep learning curve due to
the particular way that it approaches memory safety. We are still learning quite a lot about the
language every day and the totality of things to know about it is still increasing as the language
is still under heavy ongoing development. It will be interesting to see how writing Rust programs
will be approached by the time that it reaches the current age of C++.

This leaves the problem of compile times, which are indeed a significant problem regarding its
competetiveness when compared to other programming languages that may offer faster iteration
time. This may become a solved problem in the future, but as projects become more involved and
dependency lists longer, there is definitely some concern that other pressures may outpace progress.
However, we have seen such as with Bevy that there are solutions available in those cases where you
can dedicate the time (or just use Bevy). There is also hope that with time the Rust compiler can

34https://doc.rust-lang.org/nomicon/ffi.html
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produce more easily processed intermediate representations that could reduce the time to compile
significantly. As it stands however, there is much room for improvement.

Disadvantages aside, we do feel that the upsides of working with Rust are significant and tend
to outweigh the disadvantages that have improved in some ways since we started working on this
project. We both enjoyed working in Rust and expect to seriously consider it for many of our future
projects.
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Figure 6: A screenshot of Deeper with the new rendering. Each asset except for the player model
is made by us in Blender.

(a) A small dungeon with pieces
to describe corners and corri-
dors.

(b) Completely modularized WFC Legos.

Figure 7: Examples of inputs we use for WFC generation. We try to minimize blank space so that
the algorithm does as well.
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(a) Output from the library (b) Output from our implementation

Figure 8: Examples of output of the WFC algorithm.

Figure 9: The models that we use to construct the 3D version of the dungeon based on the output
of the WFC algorithm.

(a) Pictured is a screenshot of the application as it
is running.

(b) Pictured is the application running with ”ceiling”
tiles removed to give a better sense of structure.

Figure 10: Screenshots of WFC-produced ”dungeons” running in our application.
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